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A useful and simple idea in determining therepresentation type f an 
artinian ring A is to relate its module category mod(A) with a module 
category ofanother ring A’ whose representation type is known or it is 
easier tostudy. This was successfully used by several authors. Let us men- 
tion the Coxeter functors connection [9, 10,3,38], stable equivalences 
[2, 231, the connection between radical square zero rings and hereditary 
rings [11, 221, connections between representations of algebras nd 
representations of partially ordered sets [19, 20, 24, 253, or more generally 
with representations of BOWS [29], and the covering technique [ 131. 
An idea close to the one above is to find some subcategory 9 ofmod(A ) 
whose representations ype i known and to look at the factor category 
mod(A)/[W] of mod(A) modulo the two-sided ideal (I&?] in mod(A) 
generated by maps in SK If mod(A)/[SY] Zmod(A’)/[8] and the 
representation type fA’ is known then we get alot of information about 
mod(A) [2,22,23]. On the other hand there are several situations when
mod(~)/[~] is equivalent to anice subcategory 55’insome mod(R) and 
there are constructive methods for studying indecomposable o j cts in V. It 
follows from [6-S, 31, 32, 34, 361 that he matrix problems technique and
the differentiation procedure [ 19, 201 lead to this cheme. 
In connection with these ideas the notion of a right peak ring R is 
introduced an socle projective modules mod,,(R) over R are studied in
[31,32f. It is shown there that several factor categories of mod(A), where 
A is an artinian ri g, are of the form od,,(R), where R is a right peak 
ring. Inparticular, if A= ( t “y.‘), where F is a division PI-ring and T is a 
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PI-ring of finite r presentation type then there is an equivalence of 
categories 
mod(A)/[mod( T)]z mod,,(R) 
where R is a right peak ring derived from T and FMT by using the vector 
space category notion introduced in [20]. 
In the present ote we investigate socle projective modules mod,,(R) 
over right multipeak rings R and we use them as a tool in studying 
generalized vector space categories and in describing some factor categories 
of mod(A). This allows us to generalize th socle reduction procedure 
introduced in [20] and to give afunctorial and module-theoretical inter-
pretation of it. 
We call a ring R (in general without identity) a right multipeak ring if R
admits a decomposition in a direct sum of indecomposable right ideals Pi, 
i E I*, and there exists a et of simple right ideals Pi* (called right peaks of 
R) such that soc(P,) isessential n Pi and it is a finite direct sum of 
modules Pi* for any i. 
If A is an artinian ri g with an identity element and S is a summand of 
soc(A,) then given X, in mod(A) we denote by S(X,) the S-trace in
soc(X,). Then S(A,) is a two-sided ideal inA and T= A/S(A,) is a proper 
factor ring of A. Since the length of T is smaller than the length of A 
therefore in many situations we can suppose that mod(T) is known [20]. 
Following an idea of Nazarova and Rojter [20] and of Ringel [24] it is 
proved in Section 2 that if Ext’JS, )= 0 then there is an equivalence of 
categories 
mod(A)/[mod(T)] z mod,,(R) 
where R is a right multipeak ring. More generally, if S is arbitrary then 
there is an equivalence of ategories (called a socle reduction) 
mod(AYC{f; W)=O)l smod,L,(R) 
where R= eiE,* Pi is a right multipeak ring derived from od(T) and S, 
L c I is a finite set and mod&(R) consists of modules X in mod,,(R) such 
that Hom,(Pj, K) = 0 for Jo L, where K is the kernel of the projective 
cover map P(X) + X (Theorem 2.7). 
In many important situations categories mod&(R) are close to categories 
of representations of partially ordered sets and therefore th ir represen- 
tation type can be determined (see [19,20,24,25] andCorollary 1.8). 
Since also in the general case there are useful methods for studying socle 
projective modules (see [16, 31, 321 and Sect. 3)then the above results can
be considered as asimplification in determining therepresentation type f
A. Some illustrations of thiapproach an be found in [20, 24, 25, 31, 33, 
351. 
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Our proofs of the above results involve generalized v ctor space 
categories discussed in Section 1.Following [32, Sect. 61by a generalized 
vector space category H,we shall mean an additive category Dbtogether 
with an additive faithful functor I-1: od + mod(F), where F is a direct sum 
of division ri gs. Following [20,24] we define a subspace category %(W,) 
of Db, as follows. Theobjects of @(W,) are triples (U,, Y, t), where U, is in 
mod(F), Y is an object ofIt6 and t: U,-, 1 Yl, is an F-homomorphism. A 
map from (U,, Y, t) to (vl,, I”, t’) is a pair (u, h), where 
UE Hom,( U,, I!&) and h: Y -+ Y’ is a map in M such that Ih] t = t’u. We 
also define the factor space category V(W,) of od,. The objects of V(Dd,) 
are triples (U,, Y, t), where U, is in mod(F), Y is an object inH, and 
t: 1YI,+ U, is an F-homomorphism. Themaps in V(W,) are defined 
analogously as the maps in Q(I4,). 
Let us mention that generalized vector space categories, the categories 
%(W,) and V(K,), and socle projective modules over right multipeak 
rings appear in studying lattices over orders ( ee [14, 21, 27, 281). 
In Section 1 we associate to any generalized vector space category Db, a
right multipeak ring R, and a functor 
H: Y( W,) + mod,,(R w) 
which is full, dense, and Ker H = [ { (0, Y, 0); YE ob(I-6)}] (Theorem 1.7). 
The functor H plays a fundamental ro e in all considerations of this paper. 
In particular our ight multipeak ring R in the socle reduction is of the 
form R,, where H, is generalized vector space category determined by 
mod(T) and S. Furthermore, thesocle reduction isinduced by a 
corresponding fu ctor H. 
We give also a useful K eisli category interpretation of thecategory 
V(W,) in Proposition 1.9 which relates the study of generalized vector 
space categories with the theory of BOSC’s [29] (see also [S, 151). 
In Section 2 we define and investigate socle reductions. I  Section 3 we 
study acounterpart of socle reductions forocle projective modules over 
right multipeak rings. InSection 4 irreducible maps and almost split 
sequences arestudied. 
Although some of our results areproved only for artinian PI-rings most 
of them are proved for arbitrary rings. 
The notations arethose introduced in [31, 32, 361. In particular, given a
full subcategory W of q we denote by [W] the two-sided ideal in V con- 
sisting of maps in %? having afactorization thr ugh an object ing. By a 
representation equivalence we mean an additive functor which is full, dense 
and reflects isomorphisms [ 221. 
Following [32,39] we call a generalized vector space category K,
semiperfect if K is a skeletally small additive Krull-Schmidt category with 
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zero bject inwhich idempotents split and every object isa finite direct 
sum of indecomposable o j cts with local endomorphism rings. 
Given a semiperfect generalized v ctor space category KF we fix 
throughout this paper acomplete s t 
ind(H)= {Ki}iC1 (0.1) 
classes ofindecomposable of representatives K,, iE I, of isomorphism 
objects in H. We also fix adecomposition 
F= @ Fj, 
jEI' 
where Fje are division ri gs and we put 
1*=1u (j*,jEI’) 
(0.2) 
R is called a PI-ring if R satisfies a polynomial dentity. Let us recall that 
a basic artinian ring is a PI-ring ifand only if R/J(R) is a product of 
division ri gs each of which is finite dimensional over its center. Here J(R) 
denotes the Jacobson radical of R. 
Some of the results presented in this paper were announced in[39], 
where also elementary examples are presented an a generalization of the
socle reduction s discussed. 
1. RIGHT MULTIPEAK RINGS AND 
GENERALIZED VECTOR SPACE CATEGORIES 
Throughout this paper by a ring we shall always mean a ring with 
several objects in the sense of Mitchell [ 183. We recall that every such ring 
A is uniquely determined by aspecies (Ai, iAj, cijk)i,j,kEIA where IA is a set, 
A, is a ring with an identity element, iAj is an Ai - Aj-bimodule, iA, is the 
Jacobson radical J(Ai) of Ai and 
ciik:,AjQ jA,+ iAk, where @ = QA,, 
are Ai - A,-bimodule homomorphisms satisfying the natural ssociativity 
conditions (see [12, 18, 373). We can identify A with the I, x IA-matrix 
ring 
(1.1) 
i,jEIA, 
column i .i 
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in which matrices are assumed to have only finitely many entries different 
from zero and the multiplication is induced bythe bimodule maps ciik. The 
ring A has an identity element ifand only if the set I, is finite. 
We have a right ideal decomposition 
A= Q eiA 
iEIA 
where , is the standard i empotent ma rix with 1 on the place (i, i) and 
zeros otherwise. We denote by J(A) the Jacobson radical of A (see [181). 
The ring A is called locally artinian f Ai is artinian and iA, is of finite 
length as a left A,-module and as a right A,-module for all i, Jo I,. A is 
called schurian (resp. basic semiperfect) if for any iE I, the ring Ai is 
artinian semisimple (r sp. Ai is local nd eiA $2 e,A for i#j [ 1, 12, 18, 241. 
Finally, we say that A is locally PI-ring ifany ring Ai satisfies a polynomial 
identity. 
By a right A-module we always mean a unitary A-module, i.e., a right A- 
module M satisfying MA =M (see [121). M is finitely generated if it is an 
epimorphic image of a finite direct sum of ideals e,A [ 183. We denote by 
Mod(A), mod(A), pr(A) the categories of all right A-modules, finitely 
generated right A-modules and finitely generated projective right A- 
modules, respectively. Givena module X we denote by EA(X), PA(X), 
sot(X), and top(X) the injective envelope, theprojective cover, the socle 
and the top of X, respectively. If A is basic semiperfect thenwe denote by 
Si the simple A-module 
Si= top(e,A) = e,A/e,.Z(A). 
DEFINITION 1.2. A right multipeak ring is a ring A of the form 
where A is a ring, D= OjsIS Dj,, Die, j, E I’, are division ri gs, for any i 
and j, the Ai - Dj,-bimodule 
i Aj* =eiaDj. 
is finite dimensional over Dj, and the left A-module A AD is faithful. If D is 
a division ri g A is called a right peak ring (see [31, 321). 
It is easy to see that if I’ = (1 *,..., r,>then A is a right multipeak ring if 
and only if A has a matrix form 
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Ai . * * iAj .. * ik,* . iA,* 
. . : . . 
jAi ‘.. jj ... jA,* ... iA,* 
. . . . * 
0 . . . (j . . . Dl; 0 . . . 0 
zeros 
(1.3) 
where dim( iAj*)Djt is a finite for all i, j, and the bimodule maps cqk induc- 
ing the multiplication in a are such that for any i, sE I,, n;= 1 Ker CiSj* = 0 
where Cbj, : iA, + Homojl(,Ajt, iAj*) is the map adjoint to 
ciSj,: iA,@, Aj* -+ iAj* (see [32, Proposition 2.21). 
We have aright ideal decomposition 
The simple projective ideals e,*&..., e,*a re called right peaks of A^. 
Let a be a basic semiperfect right multipeak ring. We associate to a a 
value scheme (IA, d), where 1~ = I, u I’ and d is a pair of 1~ x 1~ matrices 
(d,), (d;) with 
d, = 4iAj)A, and d:,=l,,(iAj) 
where f(X,) means the length ofX, if it is finite and f(X,) = co otherwise. 
Usually we consider (IA, d) as a set of points 1~ together with a set of 
dashed arrows 
with d, and dV nonzero. We write i -- + j if d, = d:] = 1; we write 
if iAj #0 and there is no s # i, jwith iA, #0 and sAj #0. We call (IA, d) 
homogeneous if d, = d; = 1 provided they are nonzero. 
It follows from [32, Proposition 2.31 that if A^ is basic schurian, I’ = { *} 
and all bimodules iA, are simple then (IA, d) is a valued poset if we put 
i<j iff ,A,#03 i,jEId. 
It is well known that aright a-module XA can be identified w thatriple 
x,4 = K4, J-k cp) 
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where XA is a right A-module, xl; is a right D-module and 
cp: X’ aa A, -+ X;; is an D-homomorphism. Equivalently, X2 can be iden- 
tified with asystem 
XA = txi3 j’Pi)i,jc 12 
where Xi is the right Armodule Hom,(e,A, X)= Xc, and j(Pi: Xi@, Aj -+ X, 
is the A,-homomorphism nduced bythe A-multiplication on X. 
A module XA in mod(A) is called socle projective f soc(X~) isprojective 
and it is an essential submodule ofX,J, or equivalently, if the map 
Cp: X” + Hom,( A dD, X’) 
adjoint tocp is injective. Similarly topinjective modules are defined. We 
denote by mod,,(A) and mod,i(A) categories of finitely generated socle 
projective and top injective right A-modules, respectively (see [32]). 
Now we are going to relate g neralized vector space categories w thright 
multipeak rings and their socle projective modules. 
Throughout this paper K, denotes a generalized semiperfect v or space 
category [32] defined bythe faithful additive functor 
1-I :K -+ mod(F) 
where F= ejc ,, Fja nd Fj,, j, E I’, are division ri g. We fix acomplete s t 
Ki, i E I, of pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable o j cts in K and we 
Put 
I*=Iu {j,, j,EI’}. 
We define a species (Ei, iKj, c,,), where i, j, k E I*, 
Ei = End( Ki) for iE1, 
= Fja for i=j.+, 
iKj= K(Kj, Ki) for i, jE1, i# j, 
= J( Ei) for i, jEI,i=j, 
= ~,lKil F’* for iE1, j= j*, 
and Ei - E,-bimodule maps 
ciis: ,KjOj KS --) iKs with @ = &, 
are defined bythe formula 
c,j,(fO g) =fg for i, j, sE I, 
=Ifl(g)for i, jEI,s=j*, j EI’. 
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Now we consider the Ix I-matrix ring 
i, jE1, 
with multiplication induced bythe bimodule maps cijS. Note that e,E is the 
ith row indecomposable right ideal 
pi= (. . . iKj,,.Ei...i&...). 
By a right multipeak ring of the generalized vector space category Db, we 
shall mean the ring 
where EKF= E(@iEl K,l.). It is obvious that if I’= {l*,..., r,} then 
R,= 
. 
..* iK, ... iK,* ..* iK,* 
. ‘. : 
..* jK, 
. . 
... E, ... j& . . . jK,, 
. . . . . 
. . . (j . . . 0 . ..F.&.. (j 
zeros 0 
F m* . , 
(1.4) 
i, jE I, 
and e,R, is the ith row indecomposable ideal 
Pi=(...Ei...iKj...iK,,...iKm,) for iE1, 
=(...O...()...O...F,...()) for i= j,. 
We will frequently use the following easy result (consult [ 1,5]). 
LEMMA 1.5. Zf the generalized vector space category D6, is semiperfect 
then the ring R= R, is basic and semiperfect. If X, =(Xi, (Pi)i,jsi* s in 
mod(R) then XJ(R) =(Ti, Cpi), where 
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and top (X) =X/XJ(R) = (X,/x,, 0)is of finite l ngth, i.e. Xi# x, only for 
finitely many i. Moreover X has a projective cover of the form 
Q P;‘-,XR 
,El* 
where si =dim(X,/H,)E,,JCE,j. 
Now we note that here is an equivalence of ategories 
Add( Kop, Ab) g Mod(E) 
defined byattaching to any additive functor M: Kop + Ab the right E- 
module (Mi, ,cpi), where Mi = M( Ki) and jcpi : M, @Q iK, + Mj is defined by
the formula j’pi(x 0 f) = M( f )x. This together with the Yoneda embedding 
06 -+ Add( Kop, Ab), K H W( - , K), induces anequivalence of ategories 
w: K + pr(E) 
such that w(K,) =Pi for any iE I. We have the following basic result 
LEMMA 1.6. (a) The diagram 
K ---% mod(F) 
is commutative up to a natural equivalence offunctors o( -)QE K,+ 1-I. 
(b) o induces a full and faithful embedding 
CO+: V(K,)+mod(R.). 
An R.-module (X”, xl;, cp) belongs to Im co+ if and only if X” is in pr(E) 
and Xk is of finite l ngth. 
Proof. Apply arguments inthe proof of [32, Lemma 3.21. 
Following [32] we define anadditive functor 
H: V( W,) + mod,,(R w) 
as the composition of two functors 
V(K,) % mod(R,) A mod,,(R,) 
where 0(X,, Xk, cp)= (&, X.,4), kl’ is the image of the map 
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@YE-t Hom,&KF, rk) adjoint tocp and (r, is the map adjoint tothe 
incusion 2’ G HomAEKF, Xk). 
Having defined H we can also define a useful contraviariant func or 
H*: %(W,) + mod(R,.)“P 
as the composition of two functors 
42(W,) (-)‘, Yqw;)“p~ mod,,(R DQ .)Op 
where WF is the category KoP together with the composed functor 
KoP ‘-I““-+ mod(F)OP (-I* * mod(PP) 
and (--)* is the natural F-duality functor. 
Applying Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 and using the same type of arguments a
in [32, Theorem 3.31 we get he following result which reduces the study of 
V(W,) and %(I6,) to the study of socle projective modules over ight mul- 
tipeak rings. 
THEOREM 1.7. (a) The jiinctors H and H* are full and dense. 
(b) Let V = (U, Y, t) be an indecomposable object in“Y( W,) (resp. in
%(K.,)) and let Y=K;;@ *.. OK;; with i,#i,, for j#p. Then H(V)=0 
(resp. H*(W) = 0) if and only if W = (0, Ki, 0) for some iEI. Zf 
H(W)= (_Xi, ~j) (resp. H*(V)= (Xi, iq,!)) is nonzero then sj= 
dim(~9/~JE+,oE~, (rev. sj= dim(X:,/~~)(~~,~(~~).,), j G t  and uF g 
Xl.8 *-* OX,* (resp. U,r(X;,@ .** OXme)*). 
(c) Ker H = Ker H* = [(0, Kj, 0), iE I] an there are equivalences 
~(K,)/C(O, Ki01, ie 11 z mod,,(R,) 
‘B(W,)/[(O, Ki, 0), iEI] z (mod,p(R,*))“P. 
We remark that he second statement i  (b) gives a useful way for the 
reconstruction of theindecomposable o j ct %?from the socle projective 
module H(W) or H*(g). It follows from the statement (c) that an 
application of H and H* is a simplification because they vanish on 
indecomposable o j cts (0, Ki, 0). 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.7 we get (see also [36, Corollary 2.31) 
COROLLARY 1.8. Suppose that Dd, is a vector space category ofthe poset 
type, i.e., R is schurian, F is a division ring, and dim llv,l F= 1, dim, llyil = 1
for all i. Then I* is a poset with a unique maximal element (we put i < j iff 
iKi #O), R, is isomorphic to the incidence ring A* of I* with coefficients i  
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F, mod,,(R w)E I-sp and mod&R,.) 2 Iop-sp. Moreover, if %? =( V, X, t) is 
indecomposable in Y(W,), V# 0, XZ @ ie, KS’ and H(v) = (U, Vi) E I-SP 
then U E V and 
@ IK~l,ciIXJF~ V, , 
i4j 
‘lzdirn ( uj/zj ui)E, 
Here I-sp is the category offinitely generated I-spaces [ 111. 
We finish t is ection by showing that Y(od,) is a Kleisli category over 
some nice module category (cf. [34]). This fact together with the results in 
[8, 151 relates factor space categories with the theory of BOCS’s and 
therefore allows u to use the methods developed in [29] to the study of 
generalized v ctor space categories. In particular theclassification 
algorithm in [29] can be used in our situation under a suitable 
modification. 
Let F = (T, m, E) be a triple over acategory SJ’, where T: 93 + $3 is a 
functor, m: T2 -+ T is a multiplication nd E:id + T is a unity of y. We 
recall from [ 171 that he Kleisli category gr of a with respect to 5 is the 
category having the same objects a SJ has, whereas the set of maps 
(X, Y), from X to Y in gr is the set a(X, TY) of all maps from X to TY 
in %?. The composition offE (X, Y), and g E (Y, Z), in @r is the com- 
posed map 
x& TY& T2Z m(z’ >TZ. 
It is easy to see that gr is an additive category if so is a. 
Now given ageneralized vector space category K,we consider a ing 
where B= @ ic rEi is the main diagonal subring ofE. If P,z Oiel fi, 
si >0, is in pre(E) we put P, = @ ie r(Pi n B)“‘. Itis easy to see that 
P@ B E,r P,. Furthermore, given Y= ( YB, Y& h) in mod(P&) we have 
YQyK R, = (Y’Q, Em Y;, h’) 
where h’ is the composed map Y’ BB E QE K, z Y’ aB K, -+ h Yg. Hence, if 
z(yd) denotes the category of modules Yin mod(y,) with Y, in pr(B) 
and T(-) = (-) OyM R, then T: &&(yK) -+&&yK). Let y = (T, m, E), 
where m is induced bythe multiplication in R o6 and E( Y): Y + Y &J~~ Ro6 is 
induced bythe inclusion S& sR 06. It is clear that r is a triple. 
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PROPOSITION 1.9. There is an equivalence of categories 
lc: V( W,) + iiz(Y,), . 
Proof Let %? = (V, X, t) ne an object inT(lK,). Ifo+(V) = (PE, V,, t) 
where P,= o(X) (see Lemma 1.6) then we put rc(%?) = (PB, VF, i), where i
is the composed map PBB KFz P@ E KF +’ VF. Let (f, g): % + V be a 
map in Y( W.). If 2is the image of o(g) under the composed isomorphism 
Hom,(P,, PL)EH~~,(P@, E, P’@,E) 
E HomB(PB, Hom,(E, PI@, E)) 
r Hom,(P,, P’O, E,) 
then there is a commutative diagram 
&, EOE K/+ V; 
I 
%@l 
I 
/ 
Z%O,K, -IV, 
and therefore (d,f) E Hom,,(lc(@?), K(V)OYK RK) = (K(W), ~(55”))~. We 
put rc(f, g)= (g, f). It is easy to check that ~((f, g)( S’, g’)) = 
rc(f, g)rc( f ‘, g’) and that IC is an additive functor. Since from the definition 
immediately follows that rc is full, dense, and faithful then the theorem is 
proved. 
It would be interesting to know if there is a counterpart of 
Proposition 1.9 for categories V&(W,) studied inthe next section. 
An advantage ofour socle projective modules interpretation of the
category Y”(K,) given in Theorem 1.7 is that his allows us to apply the 
Gabriel’s covering technique [ 131 in studying vector space categories. This 
fact was one of our motivations for tudying multipeak rings because a 
Galois covering (in the sense [13]) of a right peak ring is aright multipeak 
ring. Moreover, bya slight modification of Gabriel’s arguments in [ 131 we 
get he following useful reduction result 
THEOREM 1.10 (Gabriel). If T: 8 -+ A^ is a Galois covering functor in the 
sense of [13] and A^ is a locally artinian locally bounded right multipeak 
ring, I? is locally bounded locally artinian right multipeak ring, then the 
push-down functor TA: Mod(&) + Mod(a) and the pull-up functor 
T.: Mod(A) --f Mod(&) induce functors 
Mod,,@.) ~$2 Mod&) 
having sp-analogs of the properties n [13; 3.2-3.91. 
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Let us illustrate Theorem 1.10. 
EXAMPLE 1.11. (i) Let F be a division ring and let D6, be a vector 
space category with ind(K)= {K,,K,}, where 1K,I.=e,F@e,F, IK,I,= 
e,F@ e,F, K(K,, K2) = 0, K(K1, K,) = [i r], the ndomorphism rings E,, 
Ez of K,, K, are two-sided serial nd such that J(E,) IKIIF= e, F, 
J(E,) (K21F= e3F. In the terminology f Nazarova and Rojter [20], M, is 
given by the weakly completed poset 
2 4 
T/T 
1 3 
with relations 1 N 2, 3 - 4. It is easy to see that 
FFOFF 
R=R,= 
Then R is the F-algebra of the following quiver 
b 
with relations a2 = b2 = ca = bc = 0, gc = fu. Then a Galois covering ofR is 
a multipeak F-algebra R given by the following finite quiver 
with the relations above. Itfollows from Theorem 1.10 that mod,,(R) isof 
infinite type because mod,,(E) is locally ofinfinite type. Indeed, the 
category ofsocle projective representations of a singular square in our 
infinite quiver with isomorphisms a and g is equivalent to mod&R,), 
where RI is the 2-peak hereditary F-algebra of the xtended Dynkin type 
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h *v * 
We know from [lo] that mod,,(Ri) sof infinite type. 
(ii) Let K, be a non-schurian artinian vector space PI-category of 
finite ype with ind( W) = {K}, where dimlKl,= 3. If E=End(K) and 
J(E)2 # 0 then one can prove that E, IKI, has one of the forms (iv), (v) in 
[24, Lemma 3.31. On the other hand, in both cases (iv) and (v) K, is of 
finite ype, i.e., Y(H,) is of finite ype. We will show this by applying 
Theorems 1.7 and 1.10. 
We consider the case (iv) and suppose for simplicity that a= /T? = id. 
Then the right peak ring R= R, has the form 
R= 
and it is easy to see that R is an F-algebra of the quiver 
Q: 
b 
with relations u2=b2=ub=ca=0. Note that he F-algebra ii of the 
infinite quiver 0 (See Fig. 1) with relations above is a Galois covering of R
FIGURE 1 
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with the Galois group Z*Z. Since i? is a right multipeak ring (with peaks 
corresponding to the star points in0) a support ofany indecomposable 
socle projective R-module is the Dynkin diagram 
l 
E,: 
f 
* 
* 
then R is locally sp-representation fin te(see [131). Since obviously the 
Galois group Z*Z acts freely onthe isoclasses of indecomposable modules 
in mod,,(i?) then by Theorem 1.10 the ring R is sp-representation fin te
since E, has 14 socle projective ind composable representations (see Ex. 3
in Sect. 3). 
Now we are going to establish a relation between the functor H taken for 
a generalized vector space category W,and H taken for afull subcategory 
of K,. For this purpose w suppose that Jis a subset ofI and we denote 
by 
K$=add{Kj)jeJC ft6, (1.12) 
the minimal additive full generalized vector space subcategory f I-6, con- 
taining objects Kj, j E J. If R = R K is the right multipeak ring (1.4) ofH, 
and 
R= @ eiR with I’ = { l*,..., r,}, 
iClU1’ 
is an indecomposable right ideal decomposition of R we put 
P,= @ ejR and R, = End( PJ). (1.13) 
jeJu1’ 
Let us consider a pair of functors 
m‘%,(b) --% mod,,(R) ‘J 
where TJ is the composed functor 
mod,,(R,) (--)@RJpJ F mod(R) -% mod,,(R) 
and rJ is the restriction functor given by the formula 
r~( YR) = HOm,(P,, y,). 
(1.14) 
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Finally wedenote by mod,,(R)I, the full subcategory f mod,,(R) con- 
sisting of modules X with P(X) z eiEJv ,(eiR)9. 
We have the following simple r sult 
PROPOSITION 1.15. Let K, be a semiperfect generalized v ctor space 
category with ind( W) = { Ki}ie r and let R = R, be the right multipeak ring 
of K, of the form (1.4) with R=@iEIVI.eiR. If J is a subset of I and 
K~=add{Ki}j,, then 
(a) There is a ring isomorphism R, z R K/ and the matrix form of R, is 
obtained from the form (1.4) byomitting all rows and columns with indices 
je I -J. Under this identification we have 
rJ(XL9 jcPi)i,jc I u I’ = txiv jVi)i,jc.f v I’. 
(b) The following diagram is commutative 
V(K,)& mod(R) 8 mod,,(R) 
A . + 
J 
(-)@Rp-J TJ 
YWJ,) @)’ b mod( R,) 8 mo4,(RJ). 
(c) The functor TJ is full, faithful and preserves the indecomposability, 
monomorphisms, and epimorphisms. There is a natural equivalence of 
functors JTJ z id and there is a natural isomorphism T,(ejR,) 2 ejR for 
every jE J u I’. 
(d) Im TJ = mod,,(R)(,, the diagram 
r(wJ,) H modsp( J
is commutative and rJ, TJ are equivalences of categories nverse to each 
other. Here HJ and coJ are the functors H and w taken for W$ 
Proof: The proof of (a) is simple and it is left tothe reader. 
(b) Let Y be an Rrmodule and let f: Y+ Q(Y) be the natural Rr
epimorphism. It follows from the definition of 8 that he F-module 
homomorphism r,(f ): rr,( Y)+ r,,@(Y) is bijective. Consider the 
epimorphism f 8 id: Y@ PJ + 8(Y) 0 PJ with 0 = @ RJ. Since there is a 
natural isomorphism r,(X@ P J) E X for any Rrmodule X then 
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and therefore th pimorphism rr(f@id) is bijective. Hence we easily con- 
clude from the definition of 0 that he right-hand square in the diagram 
(b) is commutative. 
In order to prove that he left-hand square in (b) is commutative we 
note that by Lemma 1.6 there are natural isomorphisms 
o(Z) z o”(Z) BE, E and co(Z)@,K,E IZIFxoJ(Z)@EJK; 
for any object Z in WJ. Hence 
c(d+(vF, z, t)l@.RJPJE(oJ(Z), v,, i)O&P./ 
E (o”(Z) OE, E, V,, T, 
z (4% v,, 0 
Ecow’(VF, z t) 
for any object ( VF, Z, t) in V(WJ,) and therefore (b)follows. 
(c) Since 80.~ + = H and Q(oJ)+ =HJ then (c) is a consequence of 
(b), Theorem 1.7, and the corresponding properties of ( -) OR, P,. 
(d) Let C = (V, Y, t) be an indecomposable o j ct inT(D6,) and let 
H(C) = (XL, Xg, U) be nonzero. We recall that R = (c up). By the 
definition of H the map t is zero if and only if H(C) is simple projective, 
whereas t is surjective if andonly if the natural epimorphism w(Y) + Xi is 
a projective co r, orequivalently, if (o( Y), w( Y) aE K,, id) is a projective 
cover of H(C). Hence 
C is in l”(WJ,)o Yr @ KT 
jsJ 
o W( Y) z @ (ejE)“I 
jsJ 
o P(H(C)) g @ (ejR)“/ 
jcf 
o H(C) is in mod,,(R)I,. 
Now (d) follows from (b) and (c). The proof is complete. 
Since any right multipeak ring a has the form RK then Proposition 1.15 
yields 
COROLLARY 1.16. Let A^ be a semiperfect basic right multipeak ring. 
Then for any subset J of I, the functor 
TJ: mod,,(a,) + mod,,(a) 
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is full, faithful, andrJ T, g id. Moreover, TJpreserves monomorphisms and
epimorphisms, I  TJ = mod,& A) 1 J and there are natural isomorphisms 
T,(ejA,) g ejA for all jE Jv I’. 
2. SOCLE REDUCTIONS 
Let A be an indecomposable locally artinian b sic ring of the form (1.1). 
We fix anonempty set 
Y = {S, )...) S,} (resp. Y = {S: ,,..., S6}) 
of pairwise nonisomorphic simple right (resp. left) ideals inA. We suppose 
S, g e,,A/e$J(A) (resp. Skz AeG/J(A) e,,), ijEIA. 
Given aright (resp. left) A-module X we denote by 9’(X) the sum of all 
those simple submodules of X which are isomorphic to modules in Y and 
we call it the Y-socle ofX [20]. If Y = {S} we write simply Y = S. 
It is clear that 9’(AA) (resp. Y(,A)) is a two-sided ideal inA and 
A, = A/%4,) (resp. 9A = A/Y(,A)) 
is a proper factor ring of A. We consider mod(A,) and mod( YA) as full 
subcategories of mod(A). 
If Y consists of right ideals weput 
s=si,o ... @S, and F=End(S)=F,*x *.. xF,,,* 
where Fjl =End(S,) = Ai//J(Ab). 
If Y consists of left ideals weassociate to Y the set 
9 = {S, ...) S,} (2.0) 
where S, = e,/A/e,, J(A)is a simple A-module. We put 
S=S,@ .** OS, and F=A/&A,)=End(S)=Flax ... xI;m* 
where ?(AA) = {aE A; aY(,A) =0} and Fj* =End(S,) = A,,/J(A$). 
We consider two categories 
2” = Exti(mod(A,), S * (resp. E” = Ext:(S, mod(9A))) 
where (-)* = HomA---, F). The objects of3” (resp. ofE”) are abelian 
groups 
p = Ext;( Y, S)* (resp. P = Exti(S, Y)) 
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where Yis a module in mod(A,) (resp. in mod(,A)). A map from p to 
Z” is a group homomorphism 
f” = Ext;(f, S)* (resp. f” = Exti(S, f)) 
where f~ Hom,( Y, Z). 
We denote by j$’ (resp. by FS;) the category 3” (resp. E”) together with 
the additive faithful nctor 
I-1: 3” + Mod(F) (resp. I-1: E” + Mod(F)) 
which assigns toYc’ the group with its natural F-module structure. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf A is an artinian ring (resp. artinian PI-ring) with an iden- 
tity element then %‘F (resp. t:) is a generalized v ctor space category (i.e., 
the functor 1-I factorizes through mod(P)). 
ProojI First we recall from [30] that if A is an artinian PI-ring then 
any module Yin mod(, A) has an injective resolution in mod(,A). 
In order to prove the lemma it is sufficient to show that 
dim,. Hom,(P, SJ (resp. dim Hom,(S,, Q)F,.) isfinite for any finitely 
generated projective A,-module P (resp. finitely generated injective YA- 
module Q). The first atement is obvious and the second one can be 
reduced tothe first bya duality mod(A) + mod(Bop)oP which exists for any 
artinian PI-ring A [29]. 
Let 1; (resp. IEF) be the full generalized vector space subcategory of 2:
(resp. ofEF) consisting of objects p such that for any nonzero A- 
homomorphism f:S+ Y (resp. f:Y+ S) the induced map So is also non- 
zero. Furthermore, we denote by V&J;) (resp. bya9([EF)) the full sub- 
category of V(3lF) (resp. of@([EF)) consisting of objects (U,, p, t) which 
are Y-independent i  he sense 
tlfO[ =o iffeither Y”=Oorf”=Oforfo:So+ r0
(resp. If”1 t =0 iffeither YO=OorfO=OforfO: yO+SO). 
We call. 3 F and IEr an Y-socle and an g-top generalized v ctor space 
category ofthe ring A. 
Now we are going to define the first ep of our reduction procedure. It 
will be given by two functors 
py: mod(A) + V(aF) 
d9: mod(A) -+ !&(Er) 
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defined below. Inorder to define them we consider two isomorphisms 
a( Y, S”): Exti( Y, S”) + HornAl PI, I;“) 
ii(S”, Z): ExtiJS”, Z) + HomAP, lZ”l) 
which are the composed natural isomorphisms 
Exti( Y, S”) zExti( Y, S’)** zHomdExti( Y, S)*, F) 
g HornAl Y”1, F) 
Ext:(S”, Z) gHom,(F, Extfq(S, Z))=HomAP’“, 1201) 
for any module Y in mod(A,) and Z in mod(,A), where n= (n,,..., n,)
n;ao, 
S”=S?lQ ... QS? II h and F"=F;:Q ... @F$ 
We need also the natural isomorphism 
w: Hom,(S”, S’) + HomdF”, F') 
given by attaching to hE HomA(S”, S’), r = (ri ,..., r,)the composed map 
F"z Hom,(S, So)- Hom,(S, S’) zF'. 
We have the following commutative diagrams for any h E Hom,(S”, S’) 
ExtL( Y, S”) a(Y3P’ ) Hom,( 1 PI, F") 
I 
Ext;( Y, h) 
I 
w(h), 
Ext:( Y, S’) ‘(X9) b Hom,( 1 PI, F') 
Ext:(S”, Z) ri(Pz) ) HomdF”, [Z’l) 
T Ext;(h,Z) T w(h), 
Ext:(S’, Z) a(sr3z) b HomdF’, IZ’I). 
(2.2) 
Now for any X in mod(A) we consider exact sequences 
e,: 0+9(X)+X~X-+O 
qx: 0-+8-+x4 topg(X)+O (2.2') 
where X= X/9’(X), tops(X) is the sum of all simple modules in top(X) 
which are isomorphic to modules in 9, and TC is the composed projection 
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X+ top(X) + tops(X). Itis easy to see that 8 is an A,-module and 
8= Ker 7~ is an , A-module. 
If we fix some isomorphisms Y(X) 2 S” and top9 (A’) g S”, 
n = (n, ..., n ) then we can consider e, as an element ofExtf4(1, S”)and qX 
as an element ofExta(S”, 8), and we put 
ey(X) = (F”, P, a(T, So) ex) EY(Tlg) 
&p(X) = (F”, P, qsn, W) ‘Ix) E %(iQc). 
If E Hom,(X, Y) then there are commutative diagrams 
- 
e,: o-LqX)- x- x- 0 
If, if If - . ey. o-9(Y)- Y- Y-O 
r/x: o-w- x- tops(X) - 0 
k If If, 
’ ?Y- o- Y- Y- tops(Y)-0 
with Y(Y) g s’, topg( Y) z S’, r= (r l,-.,~m),f’=~P(f) and topp(f)=f’. 
Hence by the commutativity of he diagrams (2.2) and by the naturality of 
a and d we have commutative diagrams 
IPI 
d ~3)er - F’, n(~,blY F’- IpI. 
We put 
@9(f) = (df’h f”, and h/(f) = (w(f ‘), 7”). 
It is easy to see that e9 and &F are additive functors. 
Now we are able to prove our first ocle reduction theorem. Part of it 
was announced in[31, Theorem 1.11 (see also [24, 3.21). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be an artinian ri g (resp. artinian PI-ring) with an 
identity element and let Y = {Si ,)...) S,} (resp. 9 = {Si ,,..., S:,}) be a non- 
empty set of simple right (resp. left) ideals inA. Let T= A, (resp. T= ,A) 
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and let 3,” (resp. ET) be the generalized v ctor space category defined above. 
Then the functor !Py (resp. 6,) induces anadditive functor 
!Py :mod(A) + V&(1;) (resp. @,: mod(A) +42&E;)) 
having the following properties: 
(a) Yy and Gsp are full and dense. 
(b) ul,(X) =0 (resp. QF(X) = 0) if and only if 9’(X) =0 and 
Exti(X, S)= 0 (resp. tops(X) = 0 and Ext:(S, X)= 0). 
(c) Suppose f E Hom,(X, Y), X, Y are indecomposable and 
ul,(X), Y9( Y) (resp. @JX), G9( Y)) are nonzero. Then Yy(f) (resp. 
@J f )) is an isomorphism tfand only lff is an isomorphism. 
(d) Yy (resp. Gyp) induces a representation equivalence 
Y&: my + ~~(~~) (resp. @& : 9.JP + S9( EF)) 
where m9 (resp. ‘%I”) is the full subcategory of mod(A), consisting of 
modules which are direct sums of indecomposable modules Z with 9’(Z) # 0 
or Exti(Z, S)# 0 (resp. topg(Z) # 0 or Exti(S, 2)#O). 
(e) IfExtL(S, S) = 0 then an indecomposable object r0 in 3: (resp. in
2;) belongs to IF (resp. toIEF) zfand only ifY( Y) = 0 (resp. topg( Y) = 0). 
Moreover ?K9(3F) = Y(3r) (resp. %!9(lEF) = @(lEr)). 
(f) Zf S is projective (resp. S is injective) then there are a ring 
isomorphism 
AE(~ ‘7) (resp.A%(I FFT)), 
natural isomorphisms 
S z (0, F), Ext;(Z, S)* z ZoT MF 
(resp. Sg(fJ, Ext:(S, Z)g Hom.(.M,, Z
for any Z in mod(T), and natural equivalences of categories 
~~=31~andV19(3~)zY((mod(T))@TMF) 
(resp.~~=lE~and%!~(IE$‘)~4!(Hom~,M,,mod(T)). 
Proof We will prove the theorem inthe case 9’ consists of right ideals. 
The second case is dual. We start with the following simple observation 
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due to Nazarova and Rojter [20, Sect. 121. Given an exact sequence in
mod@ h 
e:O-+S”-li-*Z-+N+O, n= (n, ..., ~1
we have Im u = 9(Z) if and only if there is no nonzero homomorphism 
g: S + N such that ExtQ g, S”)e =0. 
Hence given X in mod(A) such that he sequence e,does not split we
conclude that P belongs to1: and e9(X) belongs to9’&l$‘). We define 
Y, as a unique factorization of p9 through “+‘$(J F) zV(3 F). 
In order to prove that !Py is dense we take a map 
(u, go): y,(X) -+ y9( Y) yhere u E HomAP, I;‘) and go: P --f PO. Let 
ff= ua(X, S”) =a( Y, S’) Ig 1 and let hE Hom,(S”, S’) be such that w(h) =u. 
e’:O+S’-+N+X-+O 
is an exact sequence inmod(A) such that a(X, Sr) e’ =p then the com- 
mutative diagram (2.2) with Y= x and the naturality of a(-, S’) yield 
Ext:( g, Sr) e,, =e’ =Exti(& h) e, 
and hence there is a commutative diagram 
ex. .o-+~~~h,dd~o 
- 
e’:O-S’- N----+X-O 
lid I”’ b - 
ey. .0-S’- Y-Y-O. 
It follows that !PY,(h”h’) = (u,go) and therefore Yy,is full. Furthermore if 
X and Y are indecomposable nd (u, go) is a nonzero isomorphism then we 
easily conclude that hand g are isomorphism andtherefore (c)follows. 
Now let (F”, Ne, t) be an object inV9(3r) and let ebe a short exact 
sequence in mod(A) such that a(N, S”)e =t. Since (F”, Ne, t) is Y-indepen- 
dent then by the remark at the beginning ofthe proof we have 
Im u = 9(Z). Hence (P, No, t) g !P,(Z), Y9 is dense and (a) follows. 
The statements (b)and (f) are easily verified, whereas (d) is an 
immediate consequence of (a)-(c). Theproof of (f) we leave as an exercise. 
Then the theorem is proved. 
Remark 1. (i) If Y= {Sil} and Exta(S,,, Sj )=O then the com- 
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position of our functor Y9 with the obvious duality V(gg) z %((Yg)*)“P 
is naturally equivalent wi h the Ringel’s functor r~[24, 3.21. 
(ii) It follows from Theorem 2.3(f) that he reduction “arising from a
simple injective module” in [25,2.5] is aparticular caseof the socle r duc- 
tion. 
The second step of our socle reduction s given by the application of the 
functors H and H* in Section 1.It involves the following definition which 
generalizes a notion introduced an applied in[33]. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let R be a basic semiperfect right multipeak ring of the 
form (1.4) and let J be a subset ofI. A module X in mod,,(R) iscalled 
J-pure if
Hom,(Pj, Ker(P,(X) + X)) = 0 
for any j E J. The full subcategory of mod,,(R) consisting of J-pure modules 
will be denoted bymodip(R). 
We note that any finitely generated projective module and any module 
having a perfect projective co r [32] is J-pure for arbitrary J. Note also 
that modtp(R) = mod,,(R) ifJ is empty. 
Now given asubset L of I we define a right multipeak ring RL as the 
L* x L*-matrix ring obtained from the matrix form (1.4) ofR by omitting 
any jth row and any jth column for jE I* - L. Here L* = L u { j, , j, E I’}. 
Let 
rL. : mod(R) + mod( RL) 
be the restriction functor. 
Further, given X, = (X,, ;Cpj)i,j, r. in mod(R) we define 
in mod(R,) by the formula 
2l = 
[ 
0 p&(xi/xi) Qj K1 0 P,(X[/Fj) 
if/ 1 for IEL, 
=X, for I= j,EI’. 
We take for *@,: f[Q, K, -+ .%?s the direct sum of maps id @ cils for sE L, 
whereas j, @, is the composed map ?,;O, Kj, -+‘I @id Xl@, Kja -u.‘pl ifjj., 
where 
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is the composed map 
and pi: PE,(Xi/xi) --) Xi is an extension f the projective cover 
epimorphism. 
We have the following characterization of J-pure modules 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let J be a subset of I, j= I -J and let 
xi= txi, i(Pj)i,jel* be a module in mod(R). Then the folowing statements are
equivalent : 
(i) X, is in mod&(R) 
(ii) XR is socle projective andAj: fj -+ X, is an isomorphism for any 
je J. 
(iii) rj(X,) isin mod,,(Rj) and XJ is in mod,,(R,). 
ProoJ: (i) 0 (ii) Le! PR(X)*= ( Yi, i~i)i,jeI.. Since top(X,) = 
(Xi/Ri9 O)ie I* then Y, = X, and Aj: X, -+ X, is the jth coordinate mapof the 
projective cover PR(X) + X for any jE J. Hence Aj is surjective and it 
follows that X, is J-pure if and only if Aj is an isomorphism forany jE J. 
(ii) * (iii) is obvious. 
(iii) * (ii) We shall prove that XR is socle projective by showing that 
for any i E I and a nonzero x EXj there exists j, uch that j, C@,(X) # 0, where 
is the map adjoint to j,‘pi. ForiE 5 this is a consequence of the assumption 
that rJ(X) is in mod,,(Rj). Suppose that iE J. Since X, is socle projective 
then given anonzero y E Xi there exists j, such that j* ei( y) # 0. Since j, Gi 
is obviously thecomposed map 
and ;li is surjective hen,,(pi(x) # 0 as we required. Moreover, itfollows 
that Ai is an isomorphism. Then the proof is complete. 
Let us explain the statement (iii) by the following simple example. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let GE D !&F be division ri gs and let 
G do OFF 
R= 0 D oFF 
i 1 0 0 F 
where I= {1,2}, I* = { 1,2, l*}, and c,~~ :oD@ oFF+ oFF is the mul- 
tiplication map,Let J= (2). Then j= {i } and R, = (E F), R, = (g g). 
Then a right R-module X is a triple of vector spaces UG, W,, VF together 
with a G-linear map f: UG + Vc and a D-linear map g: Wo + V,. Let 
e,,..., e, bea G-basis ofU, and let e;,..., ei bea D-basis ofa complement of
@‘D in W,. Then rr(X) = (U,, VF, f) is in mod&RI) if and only if 
f(e,),..., f(e,)are G-independent in I’,. Furthermore, 2J= 
(UO oD,O (W/w),, (f@ 1, g)) is in mod,,(R,) ifand only if the lements 
f(e,) ..., f(e,), g(e;) ,..., g(ei) are D-independent in V,. 
Now we are able to describe thsecond step of the socle r duction. Let A
be as in Theorem 2.3 an artinian ring (resp. anartinian PI-ring) with an 
identity element of the form (1.1) and let Y= {Si,,..., S,} (resp. 
Y = {s:, )...) Sb}) be a set of simple right (resp. left) ideals inA. We recall 
that for Y of the second type we have defined the set 9 = {S,,..., S,} of 
simple right A-modules (2.0). 
Let !K,= IF (resp. K,= IEF) be the generalized vector space category 
defined atthe beginning ofthis ection. We fix pairwise nonisomorphic 
representatives Ki = Yp, i E I, of isomorphism classes of nonzero indecom- 
posable objects in 3” (resp. in [E”). Inboth cases we put 
Finally, etR = Ra; (resp. R;;) be a right multipeak ring of the form (1.4), 
where & = (EF)*. 
LEMMA 2.6. Under the assumption above the restriction of the jiinctors 
H: -Y($T) + mod,,(R), H*: %( IEF) -+ mod,,( R)OP 
to V’I’I(!li~) and S9(lEF) induce fill and dense functors 
H: V9( 1;) --, mod$Y)(R), H*: e9( IF) + mod$9)(R). 
ProoJ: Let %= (V,, Z”, t) be an object inV-(3;) and let H(V) = 
(X”, Xg, u). We claim that V is Y-independent if and only if H(V) is Z(Y)- 
pure in mod,,(R). For this purpose we denote o+(q) = (P,, X& t’) and 
suppose St g Kj, are nonzero for r = l,..., s, and q,=O for r > s. Then 
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O(Si) Z Pj,, Z(Y) = {jl)...) js} and by Lemma 1.6 there is a commutative 
diagram 
for any go: St + Z”, r < s. By the adjoint formula and the definition of H 
we have a commutative diagram 
O+Keri’-+P Ei’ Homd,K,, xl;) 
Note that 1 goI =0 if and only if ilo( go) =0; or equivalently if o( go) has a 
factorization thr ugh Ker t’. Consequently, %? is Y-independent if and only 
if either P,= 0 or any map Pjr + Ker t’, r< S, is zero. On the other hand, 
since any Pi has the form (P,, iK,, ;eF) then the projective cover 
h: P,(H(%?)) -+ H(V) has the form (i’, t”): (P,, V,, cp) + (X”, X;, U) and 
therefore Hom,(Pj,, Ker h) SJ Hom,(Pj,, Ker i’). Hence our claim follows 
and therefore H has the required properties. Since the statement forH* is a 
consequence of that one for H then the lemma is proved. 
Following [32, Sect. 43we denote by 
H, : mod(A) + mod$Y)(R,), 3 =a;, 
H*,: mod(A) +mod$Y)(R;)oP, t=(lEF)*, 
(2.6’) 
the composed functors 
mod(A) py “v^,(lgf) -% rnodii9)(R Io , 
mod(A) 9y %qEfc=) c-j*-+ -yjp(lf~)“P -JfL mod$9)(R;)oP, 
where (-)* is the obvious F-duality. 
Applying Theorem 2.3, Lemma 2.6, and results in Section 1 we get the 
following socle reduction theorem. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let A be an artinian ring (resp. artinian PI-ring) with an 
identity element. Then keeping the notation above we have 
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(a) The jiinctors H+and H*, are full and dense. 
(b) H+(X) = 0 (resp. HP(X) = 0) if and only if Y(X) = 0 (resp. 
top&) = 0). Iff H E om,(X, Y) then H+(f) = 0 (resp. H:(f) = 0) if and 
only if Y(f) = 0 (resp. top&f) =0). 
(c) H+(resp, H*,) induces a representation equivalence 
932% + mod$,9)(R 3 ) (resp. %Rp2g + mod$~)(R;)“P), 
where 1132$(resp. ‘93,“) consists of modules in mod(A) having no summand Z 
with 9(Z) = 0 (resp. top9(Z) = 0). 
(d) Suppose X is an indecomposable A-module with 9(X) # 0 (resp. 
topg,(X)#O) and let H+(X)=(Nj,j(~i)i,j~r* (req.H*,(X)=(Ni,j(~i)j,j~l*. 
Then X/Y(X)g c;O =a* 0 c; (resp. 82 Y:;O ... 0 Y;;), US 
@FE 1 S;,k (resp. top&X) r @T=, S;,“), w h ere Y, are pairwise nonisomorphic 
indecomposable and 
SI =dim(Nj,/~j,)E,,,J(4,) y 
with j, EI defined bythe formula Yp, gKj, and k = l,..., m. 
(e) If Exti(S, )=0 then I(Y) is empty, Ker H, = [mod( 
(resp. Ker H: = (mod(,A)] and there is an equivalence of categories 
moWYCmo444 = mod,,(R, 1 
(resp. mod(A)/[mod(,A)] = mod,,(R;)“P. 
Remark 2. (a) In [32; Sect. 41the socle r duction s given in the case 
when S is either a simple injective or a simple projective module. 
(b) If the module H+(X) (resp. H:(X)) in Theorem 2.7(d) isuni- 
quely determined by its composition factors then X is uniquely determined 
by s I,..., Sk, n, ,..., n,.
(c) If there is anonzero X with 9’(X) = 0 (resp. tops(X) = 0) then by 
Theorem 2.7(b) mod$,9)(Ra ) and mod,, ‘(“)(R;) have fewer indecomposable 
modules then mod(A) has, and therefore H, and H: can be considered as 
simplifications (at least inthe case A is of finite representation type). In
particular, if A = ( g $9) and F is semisimple th n H*, induces anequiva- 
lence of categories mod(A)/[mod(T)] z (mod,p(R;))“P, where IEF= 
HomA.M,, mod(T)) (see Theorem 2.3(f)). 
The following result isan analog of the square zero radical reduction. 
COROLLARY 2.8. If E(A,) (resp. E(,A)) is a minimal injective 
cogenerator in mod(A) (resp. inmod(AoP)) then 
H, : mod(A) -+ mod$9)(R, ) (resp. H*, : mod(A) + (mod$9)(R;))“P 
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is arepresentation equivalence where 3= 3 g (resp. E = Er) and Y is the set 
of all simple right (resp. left) ideals inA. 
Proof. By our assumption !JJIO, = mod(A) (resp. ‘YRg=mod(A)) inthe 
notation ofTheorem 2.7. 
Let us illustrate Theorem 2.7 by 
EXAMPLE 2. Let F be a commutative fi ld and let A be the right peak 
path algebra ofthe quiver 
with relations 6y = y6 = 0. If we take Y = (Ae,/J(A) e,, Ae2/J(A) e,}, then 
9= {S,, S,}, S=Sr@&, and Y(aA)=soc(,~A). We note that 
I 
F Fy FflyOFci 
a= Fc? F FclSOFfi 
00 F 
and 
F 0 Fci 
T=yA= 0 F Ffl [ 1 00 F 
is hereditary of the Dynkin type 
Then the indecomposable right T-modules are the following 
Yo=(; f’), Yl=(; F), Yz=(; F), 
K=(; F), Yd=(; O), Y5=(; 0). 
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Using projective resolutions of S,= Y, and S, = Y, one can easily check 
that [EC=@= has 6 indecomposable objects q = Exta(S, Y ), 
iE I = (0, l,..., 5} and the right multipeak algebra R;is the path algebra of
the following quiver 
with relations a2aI = fi2b1 = yla, = y2Bl = y4y1 = y3y2 = 0, a3a2 = y3y1, 
y4y2=fi3/12. We have I* =Iu {l,, 2,}, Z(y)= (4, 5}, 9XXng consists of 
modules having no simple projective summand isomorphic to P,, there is 
a representation equivalence 9.JJr + (mod$y)(R;))“P and H*,(X) =0 if and 
only if XzPi, ~20. 
Let us recall that he socle reduction wasintroduced by Nazarova and 
Rojter in[20, Sect. 123 in the case A is afinite dimensional algebra over an 
algebraically losed field and Y = {S}, where Sis a simple right ideal inA. 
The reduction wasused in the proof of the 2nd Brauer-Thrall conjecture 
which asserts that any such an algebra A is representation finite if there 
is to such that he set ind,(A) ofisomorphism classes of indecompoable 
t-dimensional A-modules i finite for any t > to. 
Since the conjecture is proved by the induction on dim A one can sup- 
pose that A is such that he algebra ALv = A/Y(A,) is representation finite. 
In this case Nazarova nd Rojter [20] reduce the problem to the 
corresponding problem for a&r) (in the notation fTheorem 2.3). In
order to solve the result problem a notion of a completed poset is 
introduced in [20] and the objects of ay(3F) are interpreted as socalled 
“conditional representations of a completed poset,” which are equivalence 
classes of block matrices with coefficients n F. Then an algorithm si plify- 
ing the problem inthe world of completed posets (or even in a larger class) 
is defined in[20] in such a way that it reduces the problem in a finite 
number of steps to the poset representation case [19], which is easily 
solved bythe differentiation algorithm. 
It is easy to note that he method oes not work in the case A is an 
arbitrary tinian ring, because in this case F cannot be algebraically 
closed. 
The main idea of our socle reduction presented in Theorem 2.7 is dif- 
ferent from the above one. In the first ep given by Theorem 2.3 we closely 
481/103/1.4 
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follow the socle reduction in [20]. However, the second step given by 
Theorem 2.7 is different from the approach in[20]. We do not go to com- 
pleted posets but we give a description of the categorical quotient of
mod(A) modulo the ideal {f, 9(f) = O}. Our description of the quotient in 
terms of socle projective modules over aright multipeak ring allows u to 
apply the covering technique (Theorem 1.10) or to apply again (but o 
socle projective modules) the (left) socle reduction, studied inthe next sec- 
tion. Unfortunately w  are still not able to apply the socle reduction to 
arbitrary socle projective L-pure modules. 
An advantage ofour approach isthat he method works for arbitrary 
artinian PI-rings and therefore it gives a constructive way for studying 
indecomposable modules over epresentation finite PI-rings. Therefore we 
consider it as a tool for proving that any right pure semisimple ring is 
representation finite, which is still an open problem (see [33, 381). 
An illustration of thesocle reduction ca be found in the next section 
(see Ex. 3and the proof of Lemma 3.10.) 
3. SOCLE REDUCTION FOR SOCLE PROJECTIVE MODULES 
Throughout this ection wesuppose that A is an indecomposable basic 
locally artinian right multipeak locally PI-ring ofthe form (1.3). We fix a
nonempty set Y = {S:, ,..., S:m} of pairwise nonisomorphic simple ft ideals 
S\z ae,/J(a) eG, ijEIA, ina and we put 
9 = {Si,‘..., Si,> and s = s,, 0 . . . 0 s, (3.0) 
where S, = e,&e,.Z(a). Let 
,a =&!&a, and 
4., =End(S) =a,/.Z(a,). 
F=A^/?(A,-)=End(S)=F,*x ... xFm*where 
We start with the following technical result 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A^ be as above and suppose that opg(aa) is finitely 
presented. Then 
(a) The right F-module p = Exta(S, Y)is offinite length for any Y in 
mod(A). 
(b) T= yA is a right multipeak ring and soc(Z,) = soc(Za) for any 2 
in mod,,(T). 
(c) For any X in mod(i) 
~,:O--&+X+topg(X)+O 
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is an exact sequence inmod(a) and X is in mod,,(a) ifand only if 8 is a 
nonzero module in mod,& T). Furthermore, if J is a finite subset in I, such 
that he right T-module Ker(aA + tops(A..r)) is J-pure and X is in mod&(a) 
then 2 is in mod&(T). 
Proof. (a) First we prove that for any ij there is a finite set Jj of I,* 
such that 
@ i,A,Q.A, w * ?A, 
s E J, 
is an epimorphism for any t # Jj. For this purpose we note that by our 
assumption 
with ,A,= J(A5), is finitely generated. Hence by Lemma 1.5 top(e$) is of 
finite l ngth, the set Jj= {t E 1:; $A,/$, #0} is finite and therefore 
$2, = &A, for t& Jj as we claimed. 
Now let J= J, u ... u J, u { l* ,..., r,},where Ji are chosen as above. 
Consider the restriction functor rJ: mod(A) -+ mod(B), where B = A,. 
Since rJ is exact then given an exact sequence 
e:O+Y+XAS-+O 
in mod(A) the sequence r,(e) isexact in mod(B) and we have defined an
F-module homomorphism 
K: Exti(S, Y)+ Exth(S, rJ( Y)). 
Since B is an artinian PI-ring then by Lemma 2.1 the right F-module 
rJ( Y)’ =Extj.JS, rJ(Y)) is of finite length. Then it is sufficient to show that 
IC is a monomorphism, or equivalently, that ifrJ(e) splits then also esplits. 
For this purpose we suppose that X= (Xi, i~j)l,jEI* and there is 
o~Hom,(S, r,(X)) such that rJ(f)u=id. Then u is given by Ai,- 
homomorphisms vi: Fj. + X4, j = l,..., m, such that fi,uj=id and the com- 
posed map ihf= I;cp,(uj@ 1) iszero for any t E J. In order to show that u
defines a splitting mo omorphism S + X in mod(R) it is sufficient to prove 
that jh, =0 for any t E 1:. For if t4 J then by our choice of Jj there is a 
commutative diagram 
s E J, s E Ji 
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where jc, is surjective, j= l,..., m. Since we know that jh, = 0 for sE Ji then 
jh, =0 for all tq! Jand j = l,..., m, and therefore (a)follows. 
(b) Since i, ..., i, E IA and A^ is a right multipeak ring then Sj ,,..., S, 
are not projective and (b) easily follows. 
(c) Since S is finitely presented hen f is finitely generated. Assume 
X# 0 is socle projective. Since Si, ,..., S, are not projective hen8 # 0. Since 
8 is a T-module then by (b) it is socle projective. Conversely, if 2 is a socle 
projective T-module then by (b) X is socle projective. 
Now suppose that Ker(aA --t tops(aa)) isJ-pure and for X= (Xi, jqj) 
in mod&(A) consider a commutative diagram 
o- x- x- topp(X) - 0 
L’ 
k 
I 
p\ 
8 
o- 
I 
2 
tops(P) - 0 
where P= PA(X), P’= PAP), P’ = PT(f), and 7 is surjective. Since 
g’= (gj) is a projective co r map and jg= (xgj) is surjective henh is a 
splitting epimorphism and without loss of generality we can suppose that 
P’= P” 0 Q for some Q and h is the natural projection. F r any Jo J we 
consider the j-coordinate diagram 
P;@Qj g’ t Pj - Pi - topg(P). I’ 
Since P is J-pure then gj is an isomorphism. Since X is J-pure thenfi andz 
are isomorphisms andtherefore Qj = 0 because JILgj( Q )=0. It follows that 
g; is an isomorphism forany j E J and therefore X isJ-pure. Then the proof 
is complete. 
In order to formulate thsocle reduction f rsocle projective modules we 
need some notation. 
Let K, be a generalized s miperfect vector space category with 
indW) = {K)i,I and let R = R K be the right multipeak ring of K, which 
has the form (1.4) with I* = I u I’. 
Given two subsets L and J of I we denote by mod&(R)/, the full sub- 
category of mod,,(R)\, consisting of L-pure modules. 
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Let WJ,= add{Ki}jeJ (see (1.12)) and let V’&t6~) bethe full subcategory 
of V(lI6,) consisting of objects ( VF, X, t), where X is in K-’ and 
t: 1x1 F+ VF is K,-independent for any t E L. Here t is called Krindependent 
if t1 gl # 0 for any nonzero g E QK,, X). 
LEMMA 3.2. There is a commutative diagram 
where HJL is full and dense. 
Proof Using the same type of arguments a in the proof of Lemma 2.6 
one can show that an object C in V(lI6,) isK,-independent for all t EL if 
and only if the R-module H(C) is L-pure. Then in view of Proposition 1.15, 
H induces a unique functor HJL having the required properties. 
Now let us return back to our right multipeak ring a and suppose that 
the set 9 = (S, ..., S,}us such that opg(a,-) is finitely presented. Con- 
sider the generalized vector space category 
“plEr = IEfJ n Exta(S, mod,,(,a)) E @= Ext>(S, mod(9A)) (3.3) 
consisting of objects 
Y” = Ext;(S, Y)
in t; with Y in mod,,(,a) such that f” = Exth(S, f)is nonzero for any 
nonzero map f: Y--f S. 
Let Si, ,..., S, be all simple ideals in9 such that for any j there is a non- 
zero map go: r0 + SO ‘, with Yo in sp[Ey and let 
H.s;P = add(“PIEz, Si,..., St) (3.4) 
be the minimal additive full generalized vector space subcategory f @
containing spfEy and Sg,..., St. Let 
ind(sPIE”)= {Kj}j,J 
where Kj = q and Yj is in mod,,( 9A). Moreover we put 
K,, = S; ,..., K,= St and f(9) = {l,,..., Z,}. (3.5) 
Finally, let R = RKIP and suppose that R has the form (1.4) with 
I = Ju f(Y). 
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It follows from Proposition 3.1 that he functor Qy: mod(A) + a9(@‘) 
in Theorem 2.3 induces a functor 
Gj,: mod,,(A) -+e9( M?). (3.6) 
Let us define a contravariant functor 
H,*: mod,,(a) + modfL<)(R,)I;p, R, = RcKspja, (3.7) 
as the composition of three functors 
mod,,(a)% e9(KF) (-I*+ V&((ods;P)*)“P~ mod$9)(R,)l;P 
where H is the functor H”, in Lemma 3.2 applied tothe category (WY)* 
and L= f(9). Here modtp,(R,)l, denotes the full subcategory of 
modfp(R,)l, consisting of modules having no simple projective summands. 
The socle r duction f rsocle projective modules is given by the following 
result which immediately follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 together with 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.7. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let A be an indecomposable asic locally artinian right 
multipeak PI-ring ofthe form (1.3) and let Y = { Si, ..., S: } be a set of sim- 
ple left ideals inA such that ops(aJ) isfinitely presented. Then 
(a) The functor H,*,: mod,,(A^) --+mod$,<)(R,)l;P with R, = RcWsPj* is
full, dense, and Ker Hzp = {f; tops(f) = 0). 
(b) If X is an indecomposable module in mod,,(J) then H,*(X) = 0 if 
and only if tops(X) = 0. In this case X is an ,A-module. 
(c) The functor Hs* restricted to the full subcategory %JIg of mod,,(a) 
consisting of modules without direct summands Y with top,(Y) =0 is a 
representation equivalence. 
(d) IfExtb(S, S) = 0 then i(Y) is empty, WY = ?E~, mod$9)(R,)l,= 
mod,,(R,) and Ker Hzp = [mod&~)]. 
(e) If F is a finite product of division rings, A has the form 
and SI., @ . ’ . OS;,,,= (c8) then 9A g T, ObFzHom.(.M,, mod,,(,a)), 
and H:p induces a duality mod,,(A)/mod,,( T)] E mod,p4(R*)oP. 
(f) The statement (d) in Theorem 2.7 holds with H:, A and H$, A 
interchanged. 
As an immediate consequence we get he following result. 
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COROLLARY 3.9. Let a be as above and suppose that every indecom- 
posable module in mod,& YA) is uniquely determined by its composition fac- 
tors. Then an indecomposable module X in mod,,(a) isuniquely determined 
by its composition factors ifand only if so is H,*(X). 
Remark 3. (i) Theorem 3.8(d) can be applied toany schurian PI-ring 
a because inthise case Exta(S, )= 0 for any simple module S. 
(ii) The socle reduction wassuccessfully applied insolving schurian 
vector space PI-categories of finite type [16]. In this case it was sufficient 
to apply part (e) of Theorem 3.8 called a triangular reduction in [32, 
Sect. 43. 
(iii) It follows from [4] that mod,,(a) has almost split sequences if 
a is an artin algebra. It would be interesting o know when mod&(A) has 
almost split sequences. 
(iv) It would be interesting o prove acounterpart of Theorem 3.8 
for some categories mod&(A), where L is a finite set. For this purpose w
need a criterion f rthe module X in Lemma 3.1(c) tobe in mod&(a) 
provided w is in mod&(T). 
(v) The differentiation procedure in [32, Sect. 51can be also applied 
to categories mod&(R) (compare [21]). 
Although schurian vector space PI-categories of finite ype are com- 
pletely characterized in [16] a characterization of he nonschurian ones 
remains still anopen problem (see [24, Sect. 33). It seems to us that our 
module-theoretical approach to vector space categories andthe socle 
reduction should be very useful instudying the problem. Let us illustrate 
the use of our method and introduce to the problem by the following sim- 
ple result. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let D be a division PI-ring and let K, be an artinian vec- 
tor space PI-category such that ind(K) = {K} and dim IKJ b= 2. Then K, is 
of finite ype if and only tf the right peak ring RK of K, has one of the$orms 
where T: D + D is a ring automorphism, T D = D with the left D-space struc- 
ture via z, A= DK oDD, A’ = D K b Do (trivial extensions), A, ND = 
COD,, D Db] and G E D is a division ring such that G z D and dim G D = 
dim D, = 2. 
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Proof: Suppose that ft6, is of finite type and let E= End(K), J= J(E). 
Since E is artinian anddim IRI D= 2 then J2 = 0 and the l-dimensional D- 
spaces JIKID, R, = lKl/JlK are left modules over the division PI-ring 
G = E/J in a natural way. In view of the decomposition lK1 D=Jllyl D 0 R, 
the ring R, has the form 
00 D 
Using arguments analogous tothose in [20, Sect. 43one can show that 
mod,,(R.) has a full subcategory which is representation equivalent to 
mod,,.(A), where A is the hereditary PI-ring 
Since ft6, isof finite type and the results in [lo] remain true for hereditary 
PI-rings (see [40]) then in view of Theorem 1.7 the ring A is of Dynkin 
type. Hence the valued graph of A is of one of the forms 
*ao-*, * (2.1) o-*, *c--o (1,2) +*
because dim 1 KI D = 2. Hence F2 D and a straightforward calculation sh w
that R, has one of the required forms (cf. [24, Lemma 3.21). 
Now we are going to show that he rings b,, A, and A’ above are 
sp-representation fin teby applying the socle reduction. 
We start with the ring 2. We have a right ideal decomposition 
a = PI 0 P, where P, = [A, AAD] and P, = [0, D] is the right peak of a. 
Note that S; = [8 OpbD] is a simple ft ideal in2. If we take 9’ = (S; }then 
S= top(Pi) = (D, 0), F= End(S) g D, 
The category p:= Exta(S, mod(T)) has three indecomposable objects 
fl= Pi, G = 9, and fi, where Y, = [0 DC D, 0 K D] G P,, whereas “plEg 
has two indecomposable o j cts q and z. Hence NF = i$F. 
Note that here is an exact sequence inmod(A) 
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with Ker E g Yz @ P, and Ker frr Y2 for j> 1. It follows that 
q=Exth(S P,)~Hom,d.f,(P,), zHomAP,, P,), 
g = Ext>(S, Y2) zHornAS,( Yz) gHomA( Y,, Y,), 
E = Extj(S, )FS HomAP,, S) g HomA(S, S). 
Hence E,=End(q)gD for j=l,2,3, EjlzlFg.DDG, E IY$FsGGGG, 
EJ~IF g .DG, E”(G, Cl g DDD, E”(Yy, Yg = lE”( G, Yy) = 
U?‘( e’, e) = lE”( q, e) = 0. Hence putting B =Dop, C= GOP we get 
co 0 ccc 
R,= RcKvj* = B BBB BBC 
B B B c 
C 
which is a hereditary PI-ring ofthe Dynkin type 
1 
I 
2-3 (2.1) ) *
and I= (1,2,3}, i(Y)= {3}, J= { 1,2}. We know from [lo, 401 that 
indecomposable modules in mod,,(R,) form the following diagram 
0 [ 1 B 0 B BBB OBB BB’B [ 1 BBB 
/\/\ /\/\ 
0 B B B B 
OBB BB2B2 BB3B2 B2B3B2 BB*B 
c [ 1 0 c [ 1 c 0 ooc OBC BBB OBC [ 1 BBC 
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It is easy to see that he indecomposable modules in mod,i,3!(R,)(, are just 
the six modules marked by brackets in the diagram above. Since P, is the 
unique indecomposable T-module having p-top zero then by Theorem 3.8 
the functor H,*,: mod,,(a) + (modJ~jl(R,)l,)“P vanishes only on one 
indecomposable module P, and there are seven indecomposable modules 
in mod,,(a). They form the following diagram 
Jrc 
E(P*) - Y---H Y* - P, r P, (3.11) 
k/ 
Pl 
and except the module P, they correspond contravariantly via H$ to the 
modules in the diagram above marked by brackets. Here the arrows mean 
irreducible maps[2,4] and 
Y= [(G@G)@D, (G@G)@D, id], P= Y/CO, G@O@O], 
P, = P,/[O, D K 01, E(f’,)= Y/CO, (GO’3001 
(compare [32, Proposition 2.51). We remark that Gg D, D, E G@ G, and 
(G@G)@DzDD,@D is a right A-module by which (x,y)(d,d’)= 
(x. d, xd’ +yd) where x. d is the multiplication via the isomorphism 
DrGsD. 
It is easy to check that End( YJ) g End(D, 0 0)~ g AoP and therefore Y 
is indecomposable. Let usalso remark that any indecomposable module in 
mod,,(a) isuniquely determined by its composition factors and is a factor 
module of a submodule ofY. 
Note that in this particular ex mple we have an equivalence 
where Q is a hereditary ring of the type o-0 (1,2) f*. It is obtained by
the composition of the functor Hzp with the triangular reduction of the ring 
R, in the point 2 (see [32, Sect. 41). We remark that ind,,(T) = (P.+, Y,>. 
Let us show also how the covering technique works whe$applied to the 
right peak ring a. Note that here is a Galois covering A + 2 with the 
Galois group Z (see [13]), where A is the right multipeak ring defined by
the infinite sp cies (cf. C. M. Ringel, Lecture Notes in Math. Vol. 847, 
pp. 43147, Springer Verlag, New York/Berlin, 1981) 
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D D 
* 
iDDD f 
* 
where the multiplication in A”is induced by the bilinear maps 
.D,@ GD, + 0. Then by Theorem 1.10 mod,,(a) isof finite type because 
one canreasily show that he support of any indecomposable module in 
mod,,(A) isa hereditary ring of the Dynkin type F4. 
Now we are going to show that any indecomposable module in 
mod,,(8,) isisomorphic to one of the following four modules 
and 
We will do it by applying the socle reduction with respect toY = {S; }, 
where S; = J(b,)‘. Similarly as for the ring A^ above we have 
&zT=[f $1, R*=RCOBEPI* is a hereditary ring of the Dynkin type 
1 
I 
2-3----+* 
and f(Y) = { 3). Moreover, mod,,. t3}(R,)I i1 2jhas three indecomposable 
modules co o :I, CD D :I7 CD D g ] and it is easy to see that hey corre- 
spond via Hs*, to the modules Z, P,, and E(P,), respectively. SinceHs*, 
vanishes only on one indecomposable T-module P, then by Theorem 3.8 
the number of indecomposable modules in mod,,(d,) isequal four and 
they form the following diagram 
where uand K are natural injections and projections, respectively. 
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The proof that A’ is sp-representation finite is similar to that for A and 
we leave it to the reader. Then the lemma is proved. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let a be the hereditary 3-peak P-algebra of type E, in 
Example l.ll(ii). We apply to R Theorem 3.8(e). We note that T and R, 
are hereditary F-algebras with 
0 0 0 
I I 
(In d)= {* * o> and (Ir+ 0 \ o-*. 
/ 
& 
* 4 
Then by Theorem 3.8(e) A^ has 14 ( = 6 + 9 - 1) indecomposable socle pro- 
jective modules. 
Remark 4. (i) Note that the rings R and a’ will not appear in 
Lemma 3.10 if K, is a linite dimensional category over a field. This shows 
that the PI-case is much more complicated than that one considered 
originally by Nazarova and Rojter [20] and by Ringel [24]. The fact that 
d, is sp-representation finite can be also easily proved by the algorithm of 
Nazarova and Rojter in [20, Sect. 51. The algorithm does not work in the 
cases corresponding to the rings A and a’ in Lemma 3.10. 
(ii) We have seen in the proof of Lemma 3.10 that although the socle 
reduction is a little bit more difficult than the covering reduction it gives a 
better insight into the structure of the category mod,,(A) and of its 
quotients. 
(iii) If H, is an artinian vector space PI-category and ind(K) = {K), 
E = End(K), J= J(E), J”’ = 0, then the right D-space N’ = J’- ’ ~Iy~/J’~Iy~ are 
finite dimensional left spaces over the division ring G = E/J. Using the same 
type of arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.10 and in [20,24] one can 
prove that 116, is of finite type if and only if the hereditary PI-ring G N’ 2 . . NM-1 
D 0 ..- 0 
A= 
[ ...I D 1.. 0 D 
is of finite representation type. In this case dim llyl D < 3. If dim llyl D = 3 
then either J2 #O and E, (KI have one of the forms (iv), (v) in [24, 
Lemma 3.33, or J2 = 0 and R, has one of two “trivial extension” forms 
close to A^ and a’ in Lemma 3.10. 
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4. IRREDUCIBLE MAPS AND ALMOST SPLIT SEQUENCES 
Throughout this section we suppose that A is a basic semiperfect algebra 
over afield, A has the form (1.1 ),and we suppose that A is locally bounded 
in the sense that he bimodules iMj are finite dimensional andfor any i E I, 
there are only finitely many indices s E I, such that iM, and sMi are non- 
zero (see [13]). Itfollows that he category mod(A) admits almost split 
sequences [ 131. 
We keep the terminology andnotation i troduced in Section 2.In par- 
ticular we fix aset Y = {S:, ,..., Szm} of simple ft ideals inA and we put 
T=9A=A/Y(AA) and S=&!q,@ .*. OS, 
where 9 = { Si,,..., S,} is the set (2.0) ofsimple right modules. 
We recall that given amodule X in mod(A) 
f= Ker(XA tops(X)) (4.1) 
is a right T-module. If E Hom,(X, Y) we denote by f: w+ P the restric- 
tion off to g. We note that if 
A= F &A [ 1 0A ’ (4.2) 
where Fis a division ri g, and if Y = {S:, } where S;, is the simple ft ideal 
[g 81, then TEA and given amodule X, = (&, X2, t) we have w= XL 
and p=Ext:(S, %)gHom(,M,,, XA). 
Finally, we recall that ‘9X: denotes the full subcategory f mod(A) con- 
sisting of modules having no direct summands 2 with tops(Z) = 0, and 
H: : mod(A) + (modf~~)(R;))“P 
is the socle reduction fu ctor (2.6’). 
The reader is referred to [1,2] for the definition and elementary facts 
concerning rreducible mapsand almost split sequences. 
The aim of this ection isto give a method for a description of 
irreducible mapsbetween indecomposable modules in mod(A) under the 
assumption that we know irreducible maps in mod(T) as well as in 
modibg)(R;). 
A motivation f rthis tudy is the fact hat in the representation the ry 
we are interested in describing theindecomposable modules as well as 
homomorphisms between them. Since in the finite ype case irreducible 
maps generate all homomorphisms [ 1,2] then we need a description of 
irreducible ones. Also in the infinite type case the knowledge orirreducible 
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maps gives a lot of information about he module category and the matrix 
problems which arise inthe study (see [24,25,41 I).
We start with the following generalization of [26, Lemma I] and [32, 
Theorem 4.1(4)]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that Z jg X-J Y are maps in mod(T), X is 
indecomposable and tops(X) = tops (Y) = 0. 
(a) Zf q: F”+ IX(IF, n= (n,,..., n,) is an isomorphism and 
u: Ker 1 z”] + \2’(, is the inclusion then (id, f”): (F”, Xe, cp) +
(F”, Yo, \f”lq) and (0, go): (Kerjg’l, p, u)+ (0, x0,0) are maps in 
@YG). 
Let r = (rl ,..., r,)be such that here is an isomorphism s’z Ker 1 goI and 
let 
o-x~c-s”-o o-2- w-s-0 
If k’ k P, k’ I 
o-Y-c---bS”----+O. O-X’d’X.0 
be commutative diagrams with exact rows in mod(A) which correspond via 
@: mod(A) + q9(EF) to the maps (id, f”) and (0, go), respectively. Then 
(b) If is an irreducible map in mod(T) then f' is an irreducible map 
in mod(A). Zf, in addition, p = Ext:(S, X)= 0 then = 0 and f' = f is an 
irreducible map in mod(A). 
(c) Zf f is a minimal eft almost split map in mod(T) then f' is a 
minimal eft almost split map in mod(A). 
(d) Zf g is a minimal right almost split map in mod(T) then g’ is a 
minimal and right almost split map in mod(A). 
Proof (a) Since tops(X) = topg( Y)=O then (id, f”) is a map in 
ey( IEF). Let 
@(-a =(F’, p +I, t = (t1,..., t,).
Since D(Z) is in @JlEr) and obviously Im II/ E Kerl goI then 
(Ker (8’1, Z”, u) is in a&$) and (a) follows. 
(c) Let h: C -+ N be a map in mod(A) which is not a splitable 
monomorphism and N is indecomposable. We claim that E: 2; + fl is not a 
splitable monomorphism. This is obvious when fl= 0 because c = X# 0. 
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Suppose that fl# 0 and let 0(N) = (F”, p, K), where s= (sl ,..., s,). Then IC 
is a monomorphism and there is a commutative diagram 
If we assume that h” is a splitable monomorphism then (p, Lo) is a splitable 
monomorphism and by Theorem 2.7 there is f”: C’+ C such that 
f”f’ -idc =VW for some w: C + X. Let C = C1 @ .. @ C,, where Cj are 
indecomposable nd let D= (vi ,..., uq), vi: X-r Cj. Since Q(C) = (F”, x0, cp) 
is indecomposable nd Im u = 2; then u1 ,..., uq are not isomorphisms and
therefore uw E J(End(C)). Hence f’f = idc +uw is invertible and therefore 
f’ is a splitable monomorphism contrary toour assumption. 
Since f is a minimal left almost split map in mod(T) then ho has a fac- 
torization through f: It follows that h has a factorization thr ugh f’ 
because C’is a push out off and u. Hence f’ is a left almost split map. 
Now suppose that y: C’ +C’issuchthatf’=yf’.Sincef’=fthenf=if 
and therefore j? Y -+ Y is an isomorphism because f is minimal. Itfollows 
that yis an isomorphism and(c) is proved. 
(b) The proof of (b) is similar to that for (c) and we leave it to the 
reader. 
(d) Let h: L--)X be a map in mod(A) which is not a splitable 
epimorphism. Then h”: 2 --f X is not a splitable epimorphism n od(T) and 
therefore th re xists k EHom.(Z, 2) such that h”= gk. Hence h”’ = g”ko 
and therefore k” induces a map /I: Q(L) + 0( IV) such that @( g’)jI = Q(h). 
Hence H*,(p) H*, (g’) = H:(h) and by Theorem 2.7 there is 
h’ E Hom,( L, W) such that H:(g’h’-h)=O, or equivalently 
topg( g’h’ -h) = 0. Since the restriction of g’h’ -h to z is also zero then 
g’h’ =h and therefore g’ is a right almost split map. 
Now suppose that a: W + W is such that g’ = g’a and let b: 2 + W be 
such that G(b) = (b’, id), 6’: F’ + Ker 12’1 is a unique factorization of 
II/: F’ -+ [,?“I, through Ker ( g”I. It follows that g= g’b and there is a map 
k: 2 + 2 such that ab = bk. Hence gh = g’bk = g’b = g and therefore k isan 
isomorphism because g is minimal. Since &= ii then @(a) is an 
isomorphism andhence tops(a) isan isomorphism. It follows that a is an 
isomorphism andthe proof of the lemma is complete. 
Now we are going to study the irreducibility via thefunctor H*, . 
For this purpose we need the following three lemmas which extend 
[2, Lemma 1.1 and Proposition 2.11, [25, Lemma 1, p. 2121, and [32, 
Theorem 4.1.(3)]. 
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LEMMA 4.4 [2]. Let f: X-+ Y be a map in mod(A). Zf Y is in !JIIm,Y (resp. 
X is in ‘%I,“) and H:(f): H*,(Y) + H*,(X) is a splitable monomorphism 
(resp. epimorphism) then f is a splitable epimorphism (resp. monomorphism). 
Proof: Suppose that Y is in ‘%Rc and H*,(f) is a splitable 
monomorphism. By Theorem 2.7 there is a map t: Y--)X such that 
H: (ft -id y) = 0, or equivalently topg(ft - id ,,) = 0. Hence if 
Y= Y,@ . . . 0 Y,, where Y, ,..., Y, are indecomposable, then ft- id yfac- 
tors through the direct sum of the proper inclusions Yi yj and therefore 
ft - id y E J(End( Y)). Hence ft is invertible and f is a splitable epimorphism. 
The proof of the second part of the lemma is similar. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let f: X + Y be a map in ‘%JI,Y. 
(a) Zf H*,(f) is irreducible th n f is irreducible. The converse 
implication s true when Exta( S, S) = 0. 
(b) Zf Y is indecomposable then H*,(f ): H:(Y) + H*,(X) is 
irreducible and left almost split f and only tf there is a splitable 
monomorphism g’: c-r Br Y with C in mod(T) such that 
(g’, f ): C@ X -+ Y is minimal right almost split. 
(c) Suppose that (g’, f ): C@ X + Y satisfies (b) and let 
X=X1@ ... 0 X,, f = (f, ..., f,), fi: X, + Y, where X, ,..., X, are indecom- 
posable. ZfB is an indecomposable T-module then the following conditions 
are equivalent : 
(i) There is an irreducible map h: B + Y with tops(h) = 0, 
(ii) B is isomorphic to a summand of C, 
(iii) B is isomorphic to asummand N of F with the property hat given 
a summand N’ 2 N of some fj there is an irreducible map w: Xj -+ Y such 
that w(N’) # N. 
Proof: (a) Apply arguments in [2, p. 5261 with fV and H*,(f) 
interchanged. 
(b) Suppose that H*,(f) is irreducible and left almost split. Since 
by (a) f is irreducible thenthere exists anirreducible map g: C-+ Y such 
that (g,f):C@X-+ Y is minimal right almost split [Z]. Let 
C= C, 0 .*. 0 C,, where Ci,..., C, are indecomposable and let 
g = (g1 ,a.., gr) with gj: Cj + Y. Note that every gj is irreducible. SinceYis 
in !JJIg then the natural embedding U:8~ Y is proper. Now, if H*, ( gj) = 0 
then gj = ug,’ for some g; : Cj + Y and the irreducibility of g  mplies that g; 
is a splitable monomorphism. If H*, ( gj) #0 then by Lemma 4.4 it is not a 
splitable monomorphism, because gjis irreducible. SinceH:(f) is minimal 
left almost split then H: (g,) factors through H*,(f) and by Theorem 2.7 
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there xists a map t: Cj +X such that opp( gj-ft) = 0. It follows that 
gj- ft = uh for some h: Cj + y and therefore th re is a commutative 
diagram 
J 
(/i’ gl 
B@ x (u3s) * Y. 
Since obviously (u, f) is not a splitable epimorphism then (h, t) is a 
splitable monomorphism because gjis irreducible. Mor over, since ( g, f) is 
minimal then t is not a splitable monomorphism and therefore h is a 
splitable monomorphism. Hence there is a factorization g’ of g through u 
having the required properties. 
Applying the same type of arguments we easily prove the converse 
implication in (b). 
(c) The equivalence (i)o (ii) follows immediately from (b) and the 
well-known connection between irreducible mapsand minimal right almost 
split maps [2]. 
(ii) + (iii) Let 8= 2, @ ... OZ,, where Zi,..., Z, are indecom- 
posable. Since tops(Y) # 0 then the natural embeddings uJ: Zj + Y are 
proper. Byour assumption the map g’l, is irreducible and has the form 
g’l B = XI= 1 u,t, with ti EHom,(B, Zj). Hence there exists j uch that j an 
isomorphism anduj is irreducible. We put N= Zj. It follows that N has the 
property required in(iii) because otherwise there xists a commutative 
diagram 
N’ TN - 
I I “I 
where fj is irreducible, and weget acontradiction with the fact hat uj is 
irreducible. 
(iii) =E- (i) Suppose that B = N is a summand of y with the property 
in (iii). Since tops(Y) #O and Y is indecomposable then the natural 
embedding BG Y is not splitable andtherefore it factors through a
splitable monomorphism U:B + CO X such that gu(b) = b for bE B. By the 
Krull-Schmidt theorem there is an automorphism b: C @ 2 + C 0 8 such 
that bu(B) is either anindecomposable summand N” of C or it is an 
indecomposable summand N’ of some xj, j< q. Note that he second 
situation s not possible because itwould imply that he irreducible map 
gb-‘1 ,,,, carries over N’ onto B contrary to our assumption. Consequently, 
gb-‘I,,,: N” + Y is irreducible and (i) follows. Then the proof is complete. 
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Remark 5. The converse implication in Lemma 4.5 does not hold in 
general (see the diagram (3.11)). 
Using the same type of arguments a in the proof of Lemma 4.5 one can 
proof the following simple r sult. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let f: X -+ Y be a map in mnZg with X indecomposable. Th n
(a) H*, is irreducible right almost split if and only tf there is a map 
g: X+ N with topg( g) = 0 such that (f, g): X+ Y@ N is minimal eft 
almost split. 
(b) Suppose that (f, g): X+ Y@ N satisfies (a). Let 
N=N;O ... @N:@N,@ ... ON,, 
Ni, Nj are indecomposable, tops( N() =0, tops (Nj) Z0, and 
g = (6 ,-.., g:, g, ,..., 8,). Then every gi: X -+ N; is an irreducible 
epimorphism inmod(T), whereas every gj: X + N, is a composed map 
X -@J nj $ Nj, where gj is a splittable monomorphism. In particular, 
N, = . . . N, = 0 tf X is not T-module. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let X be an indecomposable A-module such that 
tops(X)=0 and topg(Z)#O, where Z=trD,(X)[2]. rf
O-*X+LLZ+O 
is an almost split sequence inmod(A) then L has a decomposition L = Y@ C 
where Y is in mZg, topg(C) = 0, H*, (h 1 y) is irreducible leftalmost split, and 
hi,: C-+Z is a composedmap C+h’ 2 4 Z, with asplitable monomorphism 
h’. Moreover, tfB is an indecomposable module with tops(B) = 0 then there 
is an irreducible map X + B tf and only if B is isomorphic to a summand of 
C. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.5 there is a decomposition L = Y@ C such that Y
is in mr, H*,(hl,-) is irreducible leftalmost split and topP(h 1 J = 0. Since 
top,(X) = 0 then topg(h) is an isomorphism andtherefore topP(C) = 0. 
Now the corollary follows from Lemma 4.5. 
Remark 6. (a) If we suppose that irreducible mapsin mod(T) and in 
mod1(9)(R;) areknown then irreducible mapsbetween indecomposable 
A-mzdules can be described as follows. 
Given an indecomposable A-module Y we can describe all irreducible 
maps ending at Y by applying Lemma 4.3(d) iftop9( Y) = 0, and by apply- 
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ing Lemma 4.5 if top&Y) #O. In the second case we recover first the 
irreducible mapsK + Y in %Rr via the functor H: and then we find the 
remaining ones according to Lemma 4.5(c). 
If X is an indecomposable module in mod(T) cmod(A) then the 
irreducible mapsin mod(A) starting from A’ can be described as follows. If 
topg(X) = 0 then we compute tr D(X) = Z and in the case top&Z) is non- 
zero we apply Corollary 4.7. For this purpose we reconstruct via H: the 
module Yin Corollary 4.7and then we find the module C in Corollary 4.7
according to Lemma 4.5 applied toY + Z. Then the description follows 
from Corollary 4.7. In the case when top&Z) =0 the middle term of the 
almost split sequence inmod(A) ending at Z has g-top zero and therefore 
a map t: X+ B is irreducible n mod(A) if and only if topP(B) = 0 and t is 
irreducible n mod(T). 
In the case when topP(X) #O we apply Lemma 4.6. For this purpose w
take aminimal right almost split map in mod$9)(R;) ending at H:(X) 
and we reconstruct a map f: X + Y in Lemma 4.6 according toLem- 
ma 4.6(a). Then we can find the modules N;,..., NL in Lemma 4.6(b) ytak- 
ing all indecomposable T-modules L uch that here is an irreducible map 
X-+ L in mod(T) and by selecting among them N; ,..., N: according to 
Lemma 4.5(c). Finally, we can find the modules N1,..., N, in Lemma 4.6(b) 
by taking all indecomposable A-modules N such that X is a summand of fl 
and by selecting among them N1,..., N, those N for which there is an 
irreducible map X + N. The selection ca be done by applying Lem- 
ma 4.5(c). 
Note that our prescription ab ve is easily applicable in the one point 
extension case, i.e., if A and Y are of the form (4.2). 
(b) The results 4.334.7 remain true if we replace mod(A) by 
mod,,(A) and H*, by Hs*, in the notation ofSection 3.
Let us illustrate Remark 6by the following simple example taken from 
[35, Lemma 2.71. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let GE D be a pair of division rings uch that 
dim, D = dim D, = 2. Consider the right peak ring 
D 
D 
0 
0 
G 
DD 
DD 
GD 
GD 
D 1 with (In, d): l-2 (2.1) 4 (1.2) ,*3 
and let T,, T2 be the rings obtained from a by omitting the first row and 
column, and the first two rows and columns, respectively. W  know from 
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Theorem 3.3 that mod,,(~)/[mod,,( T,)] z (modSp4(R’)oP, and mod,,( T,)/ 
[mod,,( T2)] z(mod,p,(R”))“P, where
(IRm, d): o-0 Cl) .. (12) *o )*, 
(IR,, d): o (2,‘) :o (1,2) ,o-*. 
Applying a ain Theorem 3.3 to the right peak rings R' and R" one can 
easily compute their indecomposable socle projective modules and 
reconstruct from them indecomposables in mod,,(A) which are not in 
mod,,( T2). They together with indecomposable socle projective modules 
over the hereditary ring T, form 
where d= (l,f)D, {l,f} is a fixed G-basis ofD, and we mark by (-)*, 
((-)) the modules corresponding v a H$ to modules in mod,,(R’) and 
mod,& R"), respectively. 
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Nofe added in proof: 1. If A is afinite dimensional algebra over afield k (or A is an Artin 
algebra) then our socle reductions canbe simplified by applying the Auslander-Reiten 
isomorphisms 
D Exti(X, Y)~&&(tr DY, X)rHom,( Y, D tr X) 
where D( - ) = Hom,( -, k) and h,, Horn, means Horn, module maps having a fac- 
torization hrough projectives and injectives, respectively. In particular we have 
3T%‘&&(tr DS, mod(A,)) and [EC 1 D Hom,(mod( y A), D tr S). 
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2. Covering type results similar tothese in Theorem 1.10 were also btained by
K. Bongartz [in Lecture Notes in Math. Vol. 1146, pp. 325-340, Springer, NewYork, 19851, 
K. W. Roggenkamp and A. Wiedemann [Comm. Algebra 12 (1984), 2525-25781, andA. 
Wiedemann [J. Algebra 93(1985), 292-309.1. 
3. Interesting results on socle projective modules and almost split sequences in acon- 
nection with lattices over orders were recently obtained by K. W. RoggenkamvLattices over 
subhereditary orders and socle projective modules, Stuttgart, 1985, preprint. 
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